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ABSTRACT
This report presents the rationale, methods, and

results of research that was planned to develop a way of identifying
relatively effective children. The report contains the conceptual
bases and development of the hypothetical Situation Questionnaire
(HSQ) as the means for distinguishing effective children. The HSQ
contains three subscales that measure social orientation, task
orientation, and self-assurance. These subscales were combined to
yield profiles identifying children who were: (1) effectively
responsive in situations to both social and task components; (2)

primarily task oriented and effective or ineffective; and (3)
primarily socially oriented and effective or ineffective. Experiments
using the HSQ indicated that the instrument could differentiate types
and levels of effectiveness among children. Identifications of
subject variables and their specific interactions with situational
variables permitted reliable predictions of the behavior patterns of
the children. (Author/PC)
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Summary

This report presents the rationale, methods, and results of research

that was planned to develop a way of identifying relatively effective

Children. Evidence is offered that indicates that the endeavor was

satisfactorily successful.

The initial part of the report covers the conceptual
bases of the

concept of effectiveness and the
development of a Hypothetical Situation

Questionnaire
(EZ:i) as the means for distinguishing effective children.

The major part of the mport is given to the
presentation of a series of

experiments
designed to test the construct and predictive validities of

this measurement instrument. The results were promising.

The HSQ contains three subscales that measure social orientation,

task orientation, and self-assurance.
These are combined to yield profile

scores for each subject that is the basis for distinguishing groups of

Children that are effective in various ways. The profiles identified

Children who were: effectively
responsive in situations to both social

and task components,
primarily task oriented and effective or ineffective,

and primarily socially oriented and were effective or ineffective

depending upon the nature of the situation.

Examples of a few of the more interesting findings will be briefly

mentioned. The children identified on the HSQ as the most effective

were able to respond differentially
to the social or the task components

of the situations into which they were introduced. They were capable of

being either task oriented and performing very efficiently or being

socially oriented and responding sociably as the situation called for.

In contrast, the primarily task oriented children
responded in a highly

task achieving manner regardless of the differences in the situations.

The primarily socially oriented children were overly sensitive to the

social evaluative
component in the situations and their learning

activities were negatively
affected by this sensitivity.

However, if

socially relevant cues were available in the situation, they were

responsive to them and the cues facilitated their learning.

A study using field-dependent-independent
measures showed that

the primarily task oriented
children scored in the field independent

direction while the socially oriented ones scored in the field dependent

direction as typically expected. However, most interestingly, the

group identified as the most effective children also scored in the field.

dependent
direction, as anticipated from the rationale of the HSQ. This

result contradicts the many findings reported inthe literature that

have associated very negative characteristics
with people who are field-

dependent. The present study demonstrated that many effective children,

who are both task and socially oriented, do score as field-dependent,

thus calling for caution in the interpretation of the literature on this

topic of field-dependence.
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An experiment on the experimenter bias effect demonstrated that the

source of the efrect could be largely attributed to the primarily socially

oriented children while the effect was not found in the primarily task

oriented children.

These experiments indicated that the HS2 could differentiate types

and levels of effectiveness of children. These identifications of

subject variables and, t. it specific interactions with situation

variables permitted reliable predictions of the behavior of the children.

These results Elm conziztent with the emphasis given by Naschel (1973)

to the importance o: having conceptual formulations that account for

both subject and situation variables for establishing the strongest

base for predicting behavior.
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Introduction

One purpose of this research was to develop procedures for iden-
tifying erf*.ntiv,1 children. This was associated with our
longer raire intarczt.: in the socialization processes that :64:tetute
to the develnt of v!...riou3 types of effective persons. It is ex-
pected that eu:h may have positive implications for parental
education, child rc:a:Irt; practices, and individualized planning for
teaching children.

Within this research project, the effective child is quite narrow-
ly defined for practical experimental reasons. Effectiveness is the
ability to attend to and reslond differentially and appropriately to
socially oriented goals ani to task oriented goals in a situation.
More generally, the effective child is most capable of differentially
perceiving the requirements or objectives defined by his own interests
and needs as well as of tt.lne dictated by situational factory, and is
most capable of flexibly attending and responding in ways to
facilitate mutual goal attainment for both himself and others in the
situation. For exa=ple, the child may come into a situation, evaluate
the physical-personal-social goals defined by the situation and by
his own needs, and realize his own capabilities and limitations in
relation to those goals. This perceptiveness of the environment
and awareness of self will permit the child to participate in ways that
will result in the greatest mutual benefit for all concerned. If the
situation required pereanal action, the effective child could determine
whether he was best suited to take a leader or a supporter role and
act accordin717. Thus, a child who is highly achievement oriented
and who strives for leadership or primary recognition in all situations,
irrespective of the adequacy of his talents, would be considered a
less effective child than one who is capable of choosing to participate
as a leader or a supporter of another leader based upon his assessment
of the situational require=ents, the mutuality of the goals, and his
own talents relative to others available in the situation.

Although much more difficult to define adequately, in the broadest
and ideal sense, effective persons are those who are caplble of living
by principles that ere.ssize the mutual enhancement of happiness for
all people; persons who are capable of living, behaving, deciding
in directions that optimize the evolution of such a society.

Consistent with the purposes of this research to develop proce-
dures for identifying effective children, this report is organized to
desmibe the methods used in the construction of the measures, the
assessment of the reliabilities, and a series of experiments that
established the validities of the measures.

The Hypothetical Situation questionnaire

Background

Historically, largely for practical reasons, most assessment



instruments have been and evaluate the inefThetive

or dizturl,cd of the preblent resolution oriented research

has also bctIn directed r-re toward the troubled than toward the

capable. In ravznr. yo :.r:: there has been an increasing interest in

positive p2reenal attritutes and prosocial behaviors such as creativity,

empathy, eurioity, z...7r,z5,sion in the service of the ego, and moral

and altruistic 1:::!h!lviorz. 1:Ost of this work has not yet progressed

to the eozpreh=sive 4t:.17 of individual differences on these

dimensions. LtratIa in previous experiments has typically

involved. tests of dIffer2nces between gross categories of subjects

within given dinensicns of the t7pe mentioned above. The proposed

research is designed to work toward the ascertainment of individual

differences on certain dimensions of personal characteristics that are

presumed to be associated with effective behavior.

It is recognized that there are many ways in which a person may be

effective. There is, no doubt, a wide range of criteria for effective

behavior depending upon eituational and personal requirements. For

our research pnrpotces, the effectively responsive person is described

as having certain predispositions that determine how be Lpproaches

a situation and interacts in it. Upon entering a situation, he is

capable of pereeivinz .0 aspects of the situation and of his own

reactions to it. This enchances his perceptual Wectivity and mini-

mizes bias. The process involves awareness of one's own (internal)

responses to the components of the situation and the ability to

withhold reactions and jut:mentos until the former have been considered

in conjunction with the situational variables. This permitc him to be

optimally free of hie own conditioned responses so that the situation

and its require eats can be perceived with the highest degree of

veridicality. This capability would facilitate the most effective

responses to the situational conditions including the range of

situations from social relations to abstract problem solving. Accurate

perception and adaptability are involved. This assumes, in the ideal

sense, that the individual has the constitutional capability of taking

all perceived aspects into account in sarriving at conclusions and

initiating effective action.

The research strategy was based on the assumption that for effective

comprehension and prediction of behavior, it i3 necessary to take

fully into account both subject characteristics and situational conditions.

On the subject side, the cbjective was the differential prediction of

mean scores of each of several, groups of subjects assessed to have

certain response predispositions. The predispositions were character-

istic ways in which individuals perceive, enter into, and behave in

given situations. On the situation side, the stimuli, or conditions that

are relevant or irrelevant to individuals having these predispositions

are defined.

Situational variables have been thoroughly treated over the last

three decades of emphacis on experimental control of behavior. The

study of Personality traits, however, has generally been unfruitful and

in ill repute. Trait measures have not been found to be useful
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predictors of bel,rteior. '*fie problem is at least two fold. Many of

the predict!me t:-:tits he.ve used eielle or double dimaneional

indices. or x%-nle, t'h "cingle" dimension of creativity, or of

field-!cpeeen.:e..incenlet or the doUble dimeneion of the two

into the feerfela There he been some work on trait

profiles tut this Ix: 'et:en pursued sufficiently thoroughly to

adequately devel7 the walec.ales for the traits in the profile or

the predictinn erit._e-1a 4.n-e not clearly definable because of the

absence of a rz.t.n-.%1.., fur tl.le reaning of the profiles (e.g. MVPI,

Strong Vecaticelll 2ctereLt Ineentory, and numerous percenal adjustment

inventories such ae the California Personality Inventory).

A second liritaticn of traits is that there has been insufficient

attention given to the relation of the traits to situational variables.

The present research was ple..nned to overcome some of these types of

shortcomings in our study of effective behavior.

The research design focused on the reliable assessment of specific

predispositions or cher:Leteristics of the child and the validation of the

assessment instrumeets by a series of experiments. Each of the above

aspects of the research will new be delineated in subsequent sections.

Within each section, an introduction of the aims will be followed by

a description of metholn, results and discussion of the findings.

Assessment of Predicrositions

The children's pradiepositions that were of interest in this researth

were measured by the Hypothetical Situation Questionnaire MO. A
copy of the HZ2 is in Appendix A. The H32 is ccrprised of three

subscales with six items in each subscale. Each item consists of a

hypothetical situation to which the child indicates what he would

do in the situation. The three subscales were designed to differentiate

children on social orientation, task orientation nni self assurance.

The subscales and items will be discussed in g reater detail later.

A bit of specific history of the conceptual beginnings of the

Hypothetical Situation eeestionnaire may be helpful to clarify its

place in this research. Daring our research on the relative value

of given ruinfOrcers in problem solving situations we were able to

identify children that were primarily task oriented or socially

oriented. The task oriented were primarily concerned with their awn

evaluation of their perforeance in terms of accuracy. They were

interested in the experinenter insofar as the E was a source of infer

nation by which the child could evaluate his own performance. It made

no difference whether the information came frcen the E or from a

mechanical siEnal dwice. In contract, the socially oriented child, was

evaluation conscious in that he was interested in or dependent upon

the experireater as an external evaluator. The child seemed to be

affected more by the attitude, demeanor, etc. of the experimenter than

tha factual information of the accuracy of his perforrance on the

problem. An exreri:ent by Todd and Vaktmura (1970) fellveed upon

these observations. In accordance with some 17713°theses based an social

motivation theory, it was found that children rated as dependent by

3
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teachers (ecncid:.red sere d.4.-..ndent on social than inforri.tional

aspects of rcinnr...-r..r2
children) responded more to

the affective cc:-.7-.Inqnt in the r.otinl reinforcer than to the infor-

mational cop..mcnt
did ind4,endent children. Furthermore, the

perfo=ance of the chilaren was adversely affected when the

affective ani
ctrronents were discrepant (e.g., E

said
"incorrect" in n v:ry 1-ositive tone of voice and demeanor, or

said "correct" in a acs a and dzmeanor), but not when the two

components were con.:is,:cnt
(e.g., Z said "correct" in a positive tone

and demcenor). In cr-Arret, the independent children performed equally

well under the various coz:einatione of the social components of the

reinforcers.

This provided information on the question of the relative effective-

ness of different children in given situations and lent confidence to the

conceptual relevance of tha social vs. task orientation
dimensions of our

subscales in the I. At the inception of out attempts to devise pro-

cedures to a:seas a child's prelispositions for sensitivity to social

stimuli and social evaluation vs. tendency toward task orientation,

three approaches were considered.

1. Children could be observed and rated by teachers or trained observers

in a Natural
situation, such as in a nursery school or classroom,

by either global or time sampling ratings of specific behaviors.

2. Children could be scored in Experimentally Controlled conditions

where all 3s are put through identical, specifically structured

situations.

3. Chi lten could be scored on their own responses to Hypothetical

situations.

There were several reasons for arriving at the decision to develop

the third, Hypothetical situation type of measure of predispositions.

a. The items could be logically developed. Thus in contrast to

empirical methods, much of the preliminary work could be done

without using up
experimenter time or subjects. Funds were

limited at the time.

b. It takes no longer to administer than the self report questionnaire,

and it can be group administered. Thus it is more economical

than the use of the Natural or Experimentally Controlled conditions

1 and 2 above.

c. Although the items are longer than those in the usual inventories,

and thus must be fewer in =Mbar, the description of the

hypothetical situation provides sufficient structure and context

to actull7 increase the probability of obtaining higher

reliabilittes than the brief item self report scales. Items

of this type in a paren: expetation questionnaire (Nakamura &

Rogers, 1969) yieldci quite high reliabilities even though

the scales bad only 10 items.
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d. Cooi rctivr:tion
of the child is obtained since the hypothetical

situatic%c caw be r' le interesting to the child.

e. Wyer (19:5) L.-.1 the adequacy and the potential utility

of hypotlIcl :aMal situations in work with children.

f. Finally, we ..4tilioe the approaches described in Nunbers 1

and 2 a3 -;ana of testing the predictive validity

and construct validity of the Hypothetical Situation Questionnaire.

This vouli al: t:-.1to into account one weakness of the hypothetical

method. That is t question of whether the child would actually

behave at he rcports he would in the hypothetical situation.

This would be 1:.reatly assessed by a teat of the construct

validity of the scales in parallel situations constructed in

the laboratory.

In describing the development of the HSQ, the rationale for profile

categories based on the three subscales, the subscales and profile

reliabilitiees and the tests of the validities of these will be presented

in that order. The subjects on which these data were obtained were

children in the are ranEe of 9 to 12 years, largely from the University

Elementary school at U.C.L.A. The children are from middle and

upper middle class backgrounds.

Rationale for profile secercr of the three subscales

The three subscales were: Social orientation, Task orientation,

and Self-Assurance.
Socially oriented children are considered to be

sensitive to social sh=all Gnifor to potential evaluation by others.

Task oriented children are considered to be primarily interested in the

task per se, likely to be achievement orieated, and less concerned

with social evaluative implications of their task performance. Self

assured children are considered to be generally confident, competent,

and relatively unconcerned about others' evaluations. When children

are scored High or Low on each of the three subscales, their combination

of scores can place them in one of eight categories
(six major and two

secondary) that have been d'.eloped. The six major categories vere

given special
attention for two reasons. First, we bad a priori

ass=ptiona about behaviors of children who obtained these conbinations.

Second, it turned out that most of the Ss obtained scores that placed

them in these categories. The rationale underlying the six categories was

as Mims:

High Social-Hi-h TasehAssurmTliCatnry
These are the

overall, most erfev,IvTly re.:7c.aive craldren. are capable of

perceiving the
requirements of a situation and responding to them in

an effective manner. :or example, if a situation cells for application

of intelleotial
cLpability in a measure of ability, they will perform

at a hie)) level. If the situation is a social one, in which effective

respendir5 requires the capability of sensitivity to social cues

and rola:dna mz.;:L'ea,itively
in the situations they will do so effectively.

Results of an experiment testing parts of the above hypotheses will

be given later.
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Hih Sv!t!-.1.1.-n
Assurance (ELL) Caterom These children

are prit7arily
:1 L.4. 2ccir.J. aspects of a situation, par-

ticularly the pc.,:zi:1:Ai,y of t2ins evaluated by others. Thus they

especially attrcn,I.
Lzciml culs, It is presumed that in situations

in which social C'.:13 ,Ire irrelevant to effective performance, this

social orientttion 4111 :!.:Iinat and be a hindrance in their per-

formance. ::cue-:,r, in nitu,Jticna whore sensitivity to relevant social

cues are essential, may respond quite effectively.

La./ Social-171,":
A3surance (LHH) Category. These children

are primarily
t.az:c and hsw successful they themselves

feel they are doing on it. They are genuinely task oriented, achievement

oriented, and re;pcnd to the challenge of doing well on a task irrespective

of social situaticnAl factors. They will be responsive to social cues

for an informaticn ceking objective if they think such cues will aid

in effective performance. She children are self assured in their

capabilities and relatively little concerned about what someone else

may feel about their performance. They are usually quite effective

Children.

Low Social-Hirh Tnck-tow Assurance (LHL) Caterort. This is con-

sidered to be a pr.,,:uao tu= oriented child in contrast to the preceding

genuinely task oriented child. These children lack self assurance. The

low social score indicates an avoidance of social evaluative situations

rather than a low interest in them. Their really deep concern about

being evaluated is manned through avoidance of it by disguised interest

in socially isolatel tac2s. These children may be erroneously per-

ceived in a school situation as genuinely independent, task oriented

students.

Lt-1,L.anceLMCaterosowSocial-LowTailsuis.
These are

relatively ineffective children characterized. by: avoidance of social

evaluative
situations while being highly concerned about social factors,

generally poor performance in task situations, and having low self

assurance.

High SociclaLcw.Task-Hi,h
Assurance (HLH) Caterssrx. The existence

of children havinl this combination of scores was itientified during the

development of the Q':estionnaire. These children are much like the HMI

effective children with the exception that their high assurance is

associated with activities in familiar situations. When challenged with

unfamiliar
activities that are anticipated to pose difficulty or failure,

they lose this assurance and their usually effective performance

deteriorates.

The two additional (secondary) categories were devised for: a.

Those children whose scores on either the Task or Assurance subscales was

not quite high enow.h to place them in the =category. This Mid group

is expected to Derform core similarly to the nalt group than to any other.

b. Those children whose scores on the social subscales was not quite

bleb enough to place them in the ELL category.
This HIL group is

expected to perform more similarly to the HLL category than to any other.

6
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Description of
nni the sOoseale reliabilities

The nypetheticul Sit,;aticn Questionnaire comprised a booklet of

18 items, six in c%.7h of ..h.1 !..hree subscales. Each item consisted of

the description of a
situation (i.e., a very familiar

academic school *Att.:I....lea; which was followed by the question "hat

would you do if yr.ta :he child in that situation?". The subject

followed the wf,r.ls cn his tec,%let while the E read aloud. The

following is an of a hypothetical situation item on the social

evaluation sulozeale:
"'iou are in a new class. Your teacher would like

to knoi tll as She as you to write a page about yourself.

How would you like ;;our rr.7.cr to be read?" The S as to select one of

the four answers list:U that indicated what he would do in that situation.

The four answers ordered .!n increasing (or decreasing) magnitude with

regard to the scored dircen of the item on the subscale comprised

a unitary scale. The Yellowing are examples of hypothetical situation

response-choices to the above item: 1. Let the teacher read your

paper to herself. 2. Let the teacher read your paper to the class, but

without telling who wrote it. 3. Let the teacher read your paper to

the class and tell who wrote it. 4. You read your own paper to the

Class. The S was instructed to follow a procedure of successive paired

comparisons to arrive at the firal choice. The first two are ccepared,

the one chosen from the two is caa;ared with the third, the choice from

that pair is ccnTared with the fourth answer, and the choice from the

last pair is the final, scored choice indicating what the S would do

in the situation. The paired comparison procedure for selecting an

answer and the unitary directional order of the four choices provided

a built in check of the reliability of the subseales. The paired

comparison ins ured that the S had paid attention to each possible answer,

contrasted to a single choice procedure in which one answer is directly

selected from four that are simltaneously examined. This kind of

assurance is particularly important in work with children. The

directional ordering of the answers gave a check of whether the S's

selections were unreliable because of lack of comprehension or attention.

That is, a large reversal in choice of answers indicated unreliability.

For example, on the item in the social subscale above, the scored

direction is such that answer 4 is most social (in the sense of permitting

evaluation of oneself by others) and answer 1 least social. If the S

selected answer 1 in both the comparisons with answer 2 and answer 3,

and then shifted to 4 in the final paired comparison, something was

wrong, particularly if this happened on tore than one or two items in

the subscale. Also if the S hal a set and always selected answer 1,

or answer 4, over subscale items that were scored in opposite directions,

then something Was wrong. One half of the items7,-.7.:. the answers in
the

reversed scoring order.

The test-retest reliabilities (2-3 week interval) for individual

administration of the zthsaales were quite satisfactory. For the Social,

Task, and Azt-hence m:bccAlas, reliability coeffizients were .92, .85 and

.72 respectively. i:o-aever, for econc=lcal reasons, the coal was to

obtain rear:on-ably satis:actory
relit-bilities for group administration.

Test-retest
reliabilities for group administration were clearly lower:

Social .83, Task .62, Assurance .60. Those were considered satisfactory

7
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since the rinll :J^ntific.aticn of children into the eight REQ categories

was based on the pr)filt acorir7, of the three subscales. Given the

eight ontin.slo.az
i.c., each differed frem the next on a

contintxx frm zo,:al c=rit.:1tz.tion to a combinz.:ic;1 0: task orientation

and self as::tir:w!u,
searing in a given category on first testing

could hive score :.n of ccArcn other categories in the second

testing. Scventy.: ;.arvmt of Cee Ss s-ored in the identical

category on to ether 3.6Zscorcd in the category immediately

before or after :t, .14e1 %.eether 11were within two categories either way.

The three subscale intercerrelutions were: Social vs. task et .04;

social vs asaerance = .22; task vs. assurance a .40.

An assessment of the I:Ws reliability with a more heterogenous

population was con:lucted in order to explore the generality of the

instrument. Chil:Iren frcel three middle to middle-lower socio-economic

neighborhood elenentary schools; Bellflower Elementeir School, Ne203,

Brockton Elementary Euhool, I:=143 and Grandview Elementary School, N =167,

were tested. The test-retest reliabilities were similar to those reported

above.

Validities

The several tests of the validities of the HS.1 subscales and profile

scores follow:

Content ditvaliy. After the pools of items were developed on a

logical bazis ear of the subscales, the fintl test of adequacy

of content validity was established by cencensue of three judges who

bad worked on the constructicn and revision of the items. Each revision

was submitted to a test-retest (2 to 4 week intervals) assessment of the

stability of the reepcnses to each of the separate items as well as

the summed scores for each scale. Thus, during this work on the content,

in addition to inprovement of the content validity, the reliabilities of

the scales were gradually in;roved from initially moderate coefficients

of stability to those of quite satisfactory magnitudes. Subsequently,

all of the selected itaes hi:3 to undergo the test of the unidirectional

ordering of the four answers and clarity of comprehension by the Ss, as

described in the preceding section on reliability.

Coneurrent validite. This was ascertained by obtaining independent

ratings by teachers of each child on three ten point rating scales that

represented the content of the three subscales. (This sere rating scale

was administered to each child with directions for the child to rate

himself.) Testine was aiminietered in three of the University Elementary

School's noncradad, tean.taw;ht cluzsroom units. There were regular

teachers and student teacher: in these units. However, only the regular

teachers in the three units rated the children. The teachers' test retest

rating reliallilitlee ware .C7, :(;), and .56 for the Social, Tack and

Assurance subeceles. :ha zer=latic.-.: bctwaen teachers' ratinp and

the children's score:: on the three 1::A scales were .40, .12, and .29.

On the critical teat of profile a5rcements, that is placement of Ss in the

eiest 1.13Q categories by the teachers;, there van 54;4 agreement within plus

or minus one category. The data indicated a low to moderate degree of

8
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concurrent validity of Haa.

The test-retcet re !abilities for the children's self rating scales

were .86, .63, :Ini f,7,r the Social, Task and Assurance Scales. The

correlation:: with scares on the correspondin3 KSa Scales were: .65,

.21, and The :%! showed some support of concurrent validity

for Scale:: I ati 7:he, overall, the establishment of concurrent

validity of the serirate scales needs further attention.

Con:tract The construct validity vas measured by the

correspendriaa of ac :pal behavior in experimental situations

that were desitei to parallel a conditions of the items in the three

HSQ subscales to the chIld'a written reel-oases to the hypothetical

situations in the questiennaire. The experimental situations were

designed to yield a ::ore on each of the three subscales. Thus, a

profile score correep.mdinr; to that obtained on the nsa could. be

computed for the S's actual behavior. Given the eight profile categories,

there was 72 msreemant, within plus or minus one category, between the

profiles for the =.4 and for the actual behavior. This was an unusually

satisfactory level for this kind of comprehensive test of construct

validity. It rave evidence that there was a good possibility that the

Children would actually behave in the way they reported they would in

the hypothetical situation. A full account of the experimental pro-

cedures is given below.

Method

Subjects. The Ss were 59 girls and 63 boys, aged 9-0 to 12-6 from

the University Elementary School at UCLA. These children were primarily

middle and upper middle socioeconomic class families and were above

average in intelligence.

Measures. The objective was the difficult one of designing in

the laboratory convincing and natural situations that closely represented

the hypothetical situations in the HSQ. These experimental situations

also had to adhere to the additional strictures of being limited to

a total time of 45 minutes while including separate scores for the three

constructs underlying the subscales. The measures ultimately utilized

for this construct validity experiment were based on a considerable

amount of pilot work that involved great attention to the construction

and scoria; of the tasks. The Es were experienced with children, being

two forcer teachers, and having children of their own. In developing

the experimental situations they carefully studied and synchronized

both the procedures and the sccrin'. One bit of evidence of their

success was eetabliched when it was discovered that inadvertently two

Ss had each been tested by both Es due to name duplication on subject-

lists. Althouzh teetine '1.33 six weeks apart, the two Es scored the

behaviors of math S almost identically. he three basic constructs

tapped in the 1:Z4, aleng with seine corallary experiments were as follows:

HSQ Subccalt I. neasures approach or avoidance of social recognition

evaluation by others. A high score indicates a child who is interested

in social vicabiliey. A low score indicates a child either fearful of

or not intercated in social visibility and/or evaluation. Saxe of the

9
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experimental eltl:atins inel:!ad to measure this construct were the

child's wil21::7! Y1: (a) put M..; name on a paper with his personal

opinions stow-, (:::.ntr:174..t1 subject (b) tape record those personal

opinions ani
h!71:!elf or mrain anonymous, (0) appear

on a panel dinairr; tt7e Gageions in front of an audience ranging in

size and in4:irt:-..nce peers to university classes.

P.SQ, SI:b3,..a.lp :T.
:'ensure: degree of task orientation. A high score

indicates a :.rd self-evaluating child who is more interested

in the challcr-..N.:
p.:An.,:mrc of task solution per se than in the

attendant s'el:11 that the solution ray bring hire. A low score

indicates a coeial-roval seeking child for whom others' approval

mediates over and ,::nova his on self evaluaticn and whose degree of

diligence at workin: on a task may be commensurate with the degree of

social arproval it promises. name of the experimental situations

included `.a measure this construct were the child's willingness to: (a)

Choose the more challenzin3 and difficult task gradations presented

within an experimental situation structured to have minirum social

approval possibilities, (b) score his own "perfectly done" paper before

turning it in anonymously or have the E score it to gain approval, (c)

check for accuracy o.!:.-.71sted, but anonymous work before turning it

in, (d) volunteer to lo auditional problens, which range in nuMber and

difficulty and within a situation structured to offer no social

Approval.

HSQ Slbscalt. III. Mlasures degree of dependence on social assurance

in conducting a tas4. A hi7h score indicates a self confident, self

reliant child who is inclinci to work things out by himself and through

to completion. A low score indicates a child lacking in self confidante

who tends to lean on others for help, reassurance an:lesupport. This

construct was scored throughout the total e.cperimendbulation of

all the child's requests for help and reassurance. A scoring dis-

tinction was rate between single requests f7.r hap (i.e., where shall I

put my pencil?) .1 gross appeals for help (i.e., Ely do I do this

problem?). Careful attention was given to making the E physically

available to the child for help, yet appearing casually occupied so

that S could decide hew much and how often he needed help. E neither

offered nor declined to help the S. The experimental situations were

purposely designed to have a range of ambiguity and ,Iifficulty built in

to ensure that all S3 Willi be in need of some help. Subjects' queries

were tabulated, and whenever possible a verbatim account was taken.

Procedures. The appearance of the experimental room was designed

to irpart a feelin5 of seri= research bucitess. In sight, around the

room were boxes variously labeled, "Educator research," "Child Opinion

Survey," etc. Aft.? each child was brought from his classroom the E

explained tie nature of the study:

The teacher trainin:3
derartment has asked us to help them.

They wo.ad lthe their st,Acnt teachers to know as much

as possible about childr:n.about how they feel, and what

they do in different situations. We figured that the

10
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3t,...n1 out aboli children was to ask the

children '-.1.-27.1,-;1*..2s.
The first thin r; these Educators

wouli tr.;
is how do children feel about

disagr,.,c1n;:. wV !1 4.,h .r parents or teachers. You

can help w; this information by filling out

this "Child Cpinion Survey."

Subject W13 then given an official looking form and a pencil.

Directions for cut the form were printed on the top of the form.

E purrocaly re,re
instructions about how to etTplete

the curvet, but subsequently answered and tabulated all S's questions.

The survey as:Ild four v.-,stions dealing with the child's views about

obedience and conformity to parental and school strictures. Two of

the questions requir71 that S underline a favored response and two

required a short ecsay Tarpon:2. Upon completion of the survey, Scale

I scorable items were then initiated.

E asked:

"You may write name on the paper if you'd like to,

but you don't hc.ve to if you don't want to.

(Score on Scale I: No name = 0; Name =1)

E continued:

Now that you have given us your opinions, we need to

store the information for the student tenchers to use.

It's up to you how you want your opinions recorded.

You can decide to hand the in on this paper, or

your opinions can be tape recorded. What do you think

you'd like to do?

(Score on Scale I: No tape = 0)

It S decided to tape record his opinions, these additional scorable

questions were asked:

Would you like me to read the opinions on your paper

into the tape recorder, or would zas like to read them

into the tape recorder yourself?

(Score on Scale I: E read =3; 3 read =5)

If S was willing to identify himself on tape by giving his name (or

having E give his name) an additional point was scored.

Alter taping the opinions E continued:

The whole topic of children's disagreement with

"atthority" Is of great interest th.:...edays.

Educators want to gat some child:ens' discussion

groups going on this very subjtlet. They want to

organize same "Key Child Discussion Groups" and

11
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hftve tt'e
c.1%3,,,ar 1,efore different audiences to discuss

this cut, I
Zirm-up thct that you can fill

out if yeu arc int,:.rested in bane; in one of these

'iccuseien cre,1-2t.

A loose-leaf nct-eloz :Lbelc:d1 "Key Child Discussion Groups: Educator

Series" %az cpe:1:1d
a 1.1,7e of choices for S to consider. Scale I

Score::
given ire

noxt to choice.

Directions:
'lease cheek which discussion group you

are willing to be in: Sccre: S:ale

1. I would rather not be in a discussion group
(0)

2. I will be in a diccuscion group where the

audience will be ry eun classmates
(2)

3. I will be in a discussion group where the

audience will be a 6th grade class at

another school

(4)

4, I will be in a discussion group
where the

audience will be student
teachers in an

Education
claw at the University

(6)

Subscale II !tens were scored next. Since Scale II constructs are

concerned with dez,ree of tat: orientation
corpared to social approval

orientation, a concerted
attcnpt Nees wade to minimize the child's

personal identity co that his subsequent experimental
decisions to

work percis1,,ntly
at difficult tache reflected a genuine task

orientation
rather than a spurious effort directed at c.aling the

attention and approval of E and/or the "prestigious" Educators.

Therefore, it was early irpreszed upon Ss that this study was concerned

with the nature of Grtnal behavior rather than in his individual

behavior. This mininization of the it portance of his personal identity

was reinforced throufnout the experiment by Es frequent cements of

"just write your ar.l.z, &
of write your ne.:me on the paper," and

"this is an age ability 1:.%14y," etc. ;I:o further rinirize the possi

bilities of S perceivinc E as 'social-approver',
the children were

directed to put their cceTleted work directly into the "Educator Research

Boxes" instead of handing it to E.

E continued:

The Educators are not only interested in children:2' opinions

but in childrens' problemsolving
abilities, and how they

are related to af.7,e. We are collecting some samples of

different a7ed childrene preolersolving abilities. The

first tack ue are interested in is "How does a child your

age go about followinz ecr.plicated directions."
As you

can see, there are three envelopes centaini.: "directions

to follow". One is "eat:y," one is "medium" and one is

"hard". You may pick an7 on of them that you want to.

Only your e3e .-ill go en the paper, not your name. Pick

out which directions you will follow.

12
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Score: scale TI

Easy Diroc':.!clis to l'ollow
(0)

r_edilnn Direct.icur. to Follow
(2)

Hard Direettcne to Follow
(4)

Actually id;.r.tictl dtre-..st,fer.3 were in all of the envelopes.

In order to
deper.doncy behavior tendencies, the

direction:. were
.b.r1c:cy to follow. It was primarily in this

part of the
Z.;:-.:scale III Constructs were scored (i.e.

tabulation of .: :or help and reassurance). The directions

contained within
listed 15 specific instructions beneath

the following capticn:

Do a-...:,thing that the instructions tell you to do, and

nothing; that it doe.sn't tell you to do.

Sample items: 1. Starting on the first horizontal

line, number in even sequence on

the right side of the red line.

2. Told your paper in half from bottom

to top
3. Turn your paper over top to bottom

4. Write your given name in the bottom

right hand corner

Upon completion of the directions, E told child:

Before you put your paper in the Research box you can

check over your vorlr. first if you want to, but you

don't have to cheek it if you don't want to.

(Score on Scale II; Check work =2)

E continued:
The next thing the Educators are interested in is how

well children of different ages can put things in order.

On this piece of paper is a list of na:nes. Arrange

these names aecordinz to alphabet. Just put your

age on the paper. Da not put your name. Tell me when

you are finished.

A purposely very list of 10 names was used..easy enough to guarantee

that all Lscould sues
essfully cc rp.fete this task correctly. This"well-

done" task was a set-up for the next ocorable Scale II item which

dovetailed perfectly with the rza item which queries who the child

wants to score a very well done pe.per..himself, or others of varying

importance. The E next aras:

Before we put your alphabetized paper in the Research Box

you can scene t your p:'..zer yourself with an answer sheet

that I'LL Give
C::nile I «or:f. on these p.pers over

here) or, if you'd like I'll score your paper for you.

(Score on Scale II: Child scores =2)

13



3 is azain givan a chni^e of three levels of task difficulty to work
on with thl cautien that this alpllabetiting tusk will be more difficult
than the one he ,!1,2t c,T1-tcd, and now he will be tired. With the
constraints of give anti difficulty and no promise of social approval
this provides a fairly good measure of S's degree of task orientation:

Score: Scale II
Easy Noe OrAtring (0)

Medium Name Ordering (2)
Hard Name Orderiug (4)

Es instructions for the last experimental situation:

The Educators also want us to give them samples of other
Problem-Solving Abilities. On this piece of paper are
four kinds of problems. Look them over and decide if
you would like to do any of them. You can decide to do
none at all, or as many as all of them. Only your age
will be written on the paper, not your name.

The four sample problems presented to Ss appeared challenging and time
consuming. Subjects had already been involved in 40 minutes of
anonymous problem solving they new make a further task
commi ttment despite . zue and minimal social approval? Beneath the
outlined prOblertls esented to the children was this question:

How many of these problems will you do?
Put a circle around the number of problems that
you will now do

(The number circled,C,1,2,3, or 4, received a score of
0,2,4,5, or 6, respectively, on Scale II.)

The children were allowed to work only about five minutes more on the
prOblems. They were thanked and returned to their classrooms.

Results

Scores for the three constructs were divided into the five levels:
low, medium low, medium, medium high and high, so that each S had a
profile score similar to the L'alt profile categories, i.e., High, High,
High, = BNB; High, Low, Low$ILL; etc. Each S was scored in one of
eight different categories. The measures of construct validity (7V)
was the proximity between the child's H.IN/ profile category obtained
on the pencil and paper test and his CV profile category based on
his actual behavior. Given eight continuous categories from social
orientation on the one hand to a cerbinatielf task orientation and self
assurance on the other, an S scoring in a given category on the Hca
could have scored in the came or any of seven other categories in the
CV testing. 7"rty-eight percent of the Ss scored in the identical
category on t;otIlmeacures and 33; scored within one category of
the other. Thu:, 71'4 of Ss scored identically or with only one
category discrepancy. This demonstrates quite good construct validity of
the HSQ, profile categories.

14
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Percenta:es of S Setlring in Identical HIM and CV
Profile .7.ary or with One Category Discrepancy

Identical One Category Discrepancy Total
N = 122 47 (38.5;) 40 (32.810 87 (71.3%)

The Iraq proved to be a nore accurate estimate of childrens' behavior
than did ter.chers' r%tin7:1 of those same children. Comparison between
teachers' ratings Ur,) on tbe came constructs measured by the HSQ and
the CV experinent for one claccrcom of 52 of the 122 children, rated
by three teachers, yielded these results:

TR vs. ITSQ

N = 52

TR vs. CV
N = 52

HSQ vs. CV
N 52

Identical One Category
Category Discrepancy Total

10 18 28 (53.8%)

17 15 32 (61.5%)

22 17 39 (75%)

Discussion and Summary

Construct validity was assessed by the proximity of a child's
actual behavior to his professed test questionnaire behavior of the
same construct. A carefully des'7ned experiment composed of the main
elements of the questionnaire's nypothetical situations Rlaced'each
subject in actual experlintial situaticrnSwhich called for a series
of cormitments and bf...haviors. The three constructs focused upon were
Social orientation, mask orientation and Self Asmrance. Scores on
each could range fram low, medium low, medium, raiium high, and high.
Depending upon the arransvment of the scores of the constructs a child
could be placed into one of eight profile categories that sould be descrip-
tive, characteristic and predictive of certain kinds of behaviors. This
study examined the construct validity of the HSQ by ascertaining the
proximity between the ns; and the construct profiles. The findings
were highly supportive of the HSQ's construct validity since 87 of
the total 122 subjects had profiles that were either identical or
one category discrepont. This similarity between a child's actual
behavior and his re:Tenses to the hypothetical situations was,
interestingly enouch, of a closer racnitudo than the teacher's estimates
of the child's behavior and his actual behavior. This finding suggests
that the HSQ is a more accurate assessor of a child's situational responses
than the sure trained teachers at a University Demonstration
School, even when these teachers were :taking a diligent and focused
attempt to rate children on specific dimensions.
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!:):It of the research on validity was under

this cutry crl- :liter-et vas in predicting how the children in

different ceteeelriee ef per in independent situations.

Here, he eeeer,e-nt:0 eentitieee were designed to be different from

the hypothetical e!teetiers in tbe ma, in contrast to the test of

conetreet ve.l!lit7 in eh:ch the eiteetions were designed to duplicate

the hypotbetteal titent!ens. ha expzrirent: introduced independent
variebles seek us eenleative vs. nonevaluative conditions, social

vs. nonsocial cues, un relevent vs. irrelevant cues.

A. Effect of social or task orientation and evaluative or nonevaluative

situations ee perfore.enee (t more corplete report of this study may

be foeni in NeLanere & Finek, 1973).

There is arple evidence that social factors and the possibility of

being evaluated can affect the performance of subjects on a task

admdnistered in an experirent. This is shown by the extensive body of
literature on sneh topics as coeial reinforcement, test anxiety, modeling

and imitation and experieanter effects. There is also evidence that

children may be differentiated on their tendencies to attend and be

rore responsive to the task per se in contrast to being more responsive

to the social components in an experimental situation.

The present study explored the effects on childrens' performance

of their predirronitiena to be task or socially oriented. These pre-

dinpesitions were aaneeeed by the ES,I. The utility of these identifi-

cations for making differential predictions of performance in two types

of situations wee investicatcd. On the basis of corsbinations of their

scores on the three cebecales of the Questionnaire, children were divided

into 8 categories:. The three cebecales were designed to measure social

orientation, task orientation, and self assurance.

Children considered to be socially oriented are sensitive to social

stimuli anifor to potential evaluation by others; children considered

to be task oriented are primarily interested in the task per se, likely

to be aehieveeent oriented, and are less concerned with the possible

social - evaluative irplientions of their task performance; children

considered to be self assured are gererally confident, competent, and

relatively unconcerned and not fleeting of others' evaluations, re-

assurance and help. :t vas expected that children differentiated on

the basis of specific combinations of these three characteristics would

perform in a learntng task situation in predictable ways, depending

upon whether it was structured as an evaluative or a fun situation.

A similes learning test was administered ender the instructions

that either it was a tent of Atility (Zealeative) or that the E wanted

to find out if the Cane! WU3 Fun (Len-evaluative). The factorial design

of the experlmr.T.t Involved Cateoeozr. ( gawps) X Sex X Treaty ent

(Fun vs Zbility) X TrIzg DifTicult7 (1:-.rd vs. Easy Similes). The mein

predict4ene ceectrned differential perfermanees by the three rain

prefilc cee...!eeries of: (a) oerull effective category (b)

the prirarily eoeiel and ;0.) 1.1:1--the prirarily oriented

cateeory. MI was ex;eeted to ;erferm better in the Ability instructions than

in the Fen instructions, appropriate to what the situations called for. That
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is, in tIt bil;ee ei`e-tt ten they would perform accur,ttely and in the i"in

sltuatien tn lot and have fun even at ill, cost Of

making errors. ir'tl-2r-:%, in the aility condition, they would perform

as well or 1.-,:tter :t c,hee e4tegories of Ss. TI.e. :ILL children were

expected '1:erfsre. the Fen than in the Ability situation, i.e.,

the oppnrY.- .f th- :::1 Ze. 0:1 tasks in which social cues are irrelevant,

their seLsi-ivit c,:es and concern with evaluation would disrupt

their beh-Avior. r....:.rn!ee, is consistent with that presented by

Mandler uni In ecarl to test anxiety and interfering

responses. he -1.%a e:Tectti to perform equally proficiently

in the Pen ani Ability and as well or better than all other

categories. Because of their task and achieve ent orientation, they

would try to do well eeen in the Fun condition.

Method
3ub!,eats. The zetz!ects here 20h ehne upper middle class

chil#4-en arzed 9 years 6 months to 12 years 4 months from the University

Elementary Schsol. They were divided into the eight major HA profile

categories with equal number of boys and girls in each group.

Measures. The Hypothetical Situation Questionnaire (HSQ) was

comprieed of a Loeklet of 19 items, six in each of the three subscales.

A medifted version of Men= and Mailisc Similes Performance Inventory

(1966) was the leernir!" task used in the Fun and Ability situations.

This consisted of one set of 30 cards with a simile stem presented on

each card and a setonl set of 30 cards with five possible stem endings

on each card. An ext.rple of a simile stem is "Limp as -" with
the five possible eniinzs to that stem, :1) a dish, 2) a lump, 3) a

blimp, 4) a towel 5) a 1:az." A.:4 Easy and a Eurd set of 30 stems and 30

endings were used. Cn the Easy set, the correct ending to be learned

was the connon ending towel. On the Hard set, the correct ending to be

learned was the unusual ending "Limp as a dish."

Procedure. The HSQ was administered to five classroom groups

in number from 25 to 57. In brief, the children were told to:

Read the stories in this booklet and decide what you

would do if n were the person in the stories. At

the end of each story there are four endings. You

are to pick out the ending that tells test what you

would do.

E read each story and the ending choices aloud. Ss were reminded that

this was not a test, that there were no wrong answers and to be honest.

The Similes task was alTInistered individually. Ralf the boys

and half the girls in ec.ch fl category were randomly assigned to

the Ability situation and the Fun situation. Procedures were identical

in the two situations except for what the E told the S about the reason

for doing the task. In the Ability situation, the S was told:

"We think that the children that go to this school are much

smarter than children who go to other schools. We

decided to go ahead and try to prove it. So we are going
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to give thin test to the students here to see
if the children here really are the smartest."

In the Pun situation the S was told:

We are trying to make up some language activities that
Will be good !.'1% children to learn. We've made these
activities in the form of a game, because if they're
fun tc do, then the students viii really use them and
be leatnin; ut '..be same time. But before we go to the
expense of having this game published, we want to be
sure teat thew altivities are really fen to do. Try
out this gsme and then give me your opinion about
whether you think it's a fun thing to do or not.

Following explanation of the task the Ability Ss were told that

their score would he the number of correctly remembered words and
the number of times it took them to go through the set to get them all

right. The Fun Ss were told that the game's object was to try to

remember the simile end and to see how many times it took to
go through the snt before getting them all right. when they finished

the game P. would then ask then their opinion about whether they thought

it was a fan thing to do. Only the Ability Ss were told that their
thinking time was limitea to 5 seconds, although the maximum interval

for simile card presentation was 5 seconds, for all subjects. The

Easy similes were followed by administration of the Hard similes.

Two scores were tsbulated for each Easy and Hard simile set: (1)

the number of trials required tolbach criterion of 30 simile pairs learned
without error and (2) the total number of errors made over the trials.
If an S went through 10 trials without reaching criterion, testing

was discontinued. Thus the maximum score for trials was 10.

Results

The predictions made about the differential performances of the
three main Mil profile groups of HRH, KM and L1fl were clearly supported

as shown by the mean error scores for the hard simile learning task
(see table). Performances of the other five categories of Ss, not
reported here, :mere also in accordance with the specific hypotheses

about their performance.
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Mean Errors to Criterion and otu). Trials to Criterion
on Learning Hard ZirdieSUszier Fun and Ability Treatments

For Three HSQ Categories of Ss

_Treatment

Category

HI:11 NIL LEH

9 `41 libi li ty Fun Ability Fun Ability

M

Errors
SD

53x5**

14.60

314.20

9.58

56.144

11.65

73.94

20.60

36.70

7.60

34.90

14.00

M

Trials
SD

7.20

1.47

6.00

1.45

7.06*

1.06

8.25

1.70

5.70

0.66

5.50

1.43

Note: Difference between pairs of Treatment means:
**p (.01
* p <.05

Discussion

The results indicated tatitis possible to distinguish children on
predispositions such as social and tack orientation and self assurance
sufficiently well to predict their behavior in certain specific
situations. The predictive strength of the measures of these
characteristics was demonstrated because of at least two conditions.
First was the use of combinations of the three predispositions to
define several categories of children in contrast to differentiating
them on only one or two dimensions. Second was that the criterion
measure of performnnee was obtained in situations that contained
stimulus conditions relevant to the predispositions. This indicates
that research on specific personal characteristics may be productive
when experiments are designed to assess the interactions between
traits and situational variables that are relevant to each other.

Insofar as children are distinguishable on categories defined by

the Hypothetical Situation questionnaire, it should be possible to
develop teaching situations and procedures that specifically delineate
such factors as effective attention engaging stimuli, nature of reinforcers,
timing of reinforcements, and initial and graded task difficulty, to
optimally facilitate motivation and effective performance.
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Predictive Validity Experiment

B. Social evaln:ticn oriontation, tusk orientation, and deliberate cuing

in experi!renter bias effec!t (modified dissertation abstract of Judy

Lee Todd, 1971).

Rosentv.al (19(6) has demonstrated in several studies an Experimenter

Bias affect (LBE): '.bat is, cxrerirenters in a variety of experimental

situations tens to obtain results in line with their expectations or

hypotheses. !laving ruled or% deliberate bias or error, Rosenthal concludes

t:Itit subtle and uscemzeielJ enes in the experimv-ter's behavior communicate

his expectations to the subjects, who then comply with them for various

hypothesized reasons. is the EBE may be viewed as a source of systematic

error or as a phenomenon of intrinsic interest to psychology. This study

addresses itself to the latter viewpoint, asking what cues are involved

in the communication of EBE and what about the cubject makes him responsive

to them.

Nakamura has devised the ITypothetical Situation Qpestionaire (HSQ) for

children aged 8 to 12. Velidational evidence suggests that profile

scoring of the EZQ discriminates children who are social evaluation

oriented (profile ELL on the USQ) and presumedly responsive to social

cues from children who are task oriented (profile LEH) and less responsive

to social cues. It was predicted that the greater contributors to EBE

would be the ELL children as compared to the LEH children. In addition,

the role of a systematically varied, deliberate cue in EBE was investigated.

The general outline of the experimental procedure approximated

Rosenthal's with modifications for children. Six paid experimenters

administered a photo-rating task individually to eight subjects: male

and female ELL and LNH subjects under two different expectancies as to

how each subject would perform. The photo-rating task consisted of 18

photos of male adult faces. Children guessed how much each man won in

a poker game on a scale of lost $10 to won $10, approxirating Rosenthal's

scale of -10 to +10 of failure-success. Three eeperimunters were told

to expect ratings of +5 from some subjects and -5 from others. Another

three experimenters were trained to give a deliberate cue (a slight leaning

forward) in line with these expectancies.

The results demonstrated EBE with ELL children and not with ZAHN

children, as predicted. However, contrary to prediction, the cue given

by the experimenter proved to be negatively and not positively
reinforcing. The trends produced by the cue in the photo-ratings over

trials in IILL subjects, although opposite in direction, were similar

in degree to those produced by experimenter expectancy alone. This

s uggested that subtle and blatant cues were equally effective in

producing EBE.

The role of determining subject type in reducing systematic error

from ME and the broader implications of ME were discussed. Many writers

discuss the i=psrtance of the complex process of expectancy, covert

eormunication, and unintended influence in all social situations,

including psychotherapy and the psychological experiment. It is

suggested that Rosenthal's paradigm is a useful way to investigate
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The restate of thie exrcrinent provide additional support of the

validity of t:e, ani th: petential utility of its conztruets for

studyirg relations between children's response tendencies and their

behaviors in different situations.

C. Additional e°% ties related to validation of the HsQ,

1. Task orientation verzen social orientation in young children and

their attention to relevant social cues.

Since the l'Zet is a verbal test, it is not suited to children of

younger years. the work to date has been with Ss 9 years and older. How-

ever, it was of intereet arefirportant to determine if these characteris-

ties exist at the earlier tees, or when they do becora reliably established.

An experiment that addressed these issues was conducted on somewhat

younger children (Roble & Nakamura, 1972, reprints attached with report.)

The Ss were 7 to 10 year old children in a largely middle to lower

middle class peblie school in the West Los Angeles area. The study

examined hew relevent eve.: given by an E differentially affected per-

formance of tank vi. eneially oriented children on two game like tasks.

One was an object asncrbly teak (following Turnure & Zigler, 1964) and

one a erne ept Identification task. The distinction between task and

socially oriented children ere.; rade on the basis of field dependenne-

independence, reaeured by the Gerard rod and frane test (Gerard, 1969).

There is evidence that field dependence-independence is associated with

a social vs. talk orientation (: itzgibbonz, Goldberger, & Eagle, 1965;

Konstadt & Forman, l95; nesseck & Damarin, 1964; Witkin, Dyke, Paterson,

Goodenough, & Karp, 192). A field-dependent individual is supposedly

very responsive to social or evaluative aspects of a task situation

compared to the field-independent person. The results of the study

supported the expeztatien that the field-dependent children would be

more responsive to social cues than the fieldeindepeedent children.

However, the findings that were of most interest in regard to further

research was the nature of the eye-glancing behavior of the Se. On the

Turnure and Zirler to ;k. situation in which the S worked on one puzzle

while the E worked on another, it was expected that the S who locked away

from his own puzzle and at the E working on her puzzle would do more

poorly on his task than the S who did not look away. But when the S

was next given the puzzle that .'.,had worked on, the S who had looked

at E's completed puzzle, whicle.:;hown several times, should do better

on the second task relative to his performance on the first task; and

better than the 6 Ole had looked at E's work. The field-dependent Ss

did glance mere at the E, as expected, but contrary to expectation,

they did not do better on the second task.

On the other tome!, in their performance on the concept identifica-

tion task in vhiel,. cave relevert inferratien by looking repeatedly at

the correct choiee, eke field-dependant Ss did better then the field-

independent Ss, an expe.e:ed. This apparent diserepancy with the

previous talk as resolved by the examination of the glancing behavior of

Ss during the .:Inrnere and Zigler Puzzle tasks. Ratings had been
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ottaine on the direleion of elencine--at or at the tusk E was working

on. Tee field e,--:_e-ne eelre eleneire predoeinaeely et E and not at

e .e: e-e'- -n. t' elar.!.ine wes not ealevlseei to

e'er. ", .--1?-10. In contrast, on the concert

identifiee'ien ta:A 7.11t! retee:.nt infernetion was available by looking

at the E'n fe:,,e are the fiele eepereient S3 benefited from their socially

orientee glenniee.

The recelte of eeis eeeerirent show that disposition to be task

or socially ori71,te1 eenee defined by nonverbal behaviors, such as

glaneine, in ehI' lir7e. eeeze cheracteristics are also related to a

measure of fie)? ie.e!niene-inieeenience ani also to effectiveness

of perfnreence :n neefeee le-:neifieation. Children uho glanced east

and were fieli eeperient eerfnreed well when a te,c!.el Cue was relevant

to accurate perforeence ::hilt children uho glanced least and were

field iniepeneent die leee well when the social cne was relevant.

Contrary to enst previone re arts that showed field dependent Ss

to be inferior in teee perforeence corpared to field independent

Ss, this reeearch found that under circumstances where social cues are

relevant, the reverse rey occur.

2. Some queetions and observatienn about .field -dependent-ineependent

children from the perspective of the RS profile categories.

The cone:Le:31one in the reports of the considerable amount of work

in fieli-depene,:nce-ie.leTereence irply that it is better to te field

independent then to be f4ell dependent insofar as the former have

performed better on a eerley of ':asks. That is, positive connotations

are associate l with fiele ireeeeneenes and neeetive ones with field

dependence (Zpott3 1;5;7). Ferthermore, find:nes have indicated

that the socially oriented and feeales are relatively field dependent (e.g.,

Fitzgibbons, Goldberger, & Zarlc, 1965; Garai & Scheinfeld, 1968).

One could reasonably be concerned about the negative connotations

thus asneciated with people who are socially oriented and females.

Such sieplistic conclusion:, could be misleading. We wondered whether

a consideration of penple across more numerous and complgt categories

1.1ch as those of the Lee may net provide a different and less negative

view of field-depenient persons. Of particular interest, in regard to

this qeestion, were oer children who scored high on both social and task

orientation, the 1= profile. These were presumed to be our most

effective pnrsnns since they were differentially re.ponsive to both

social and task aspects of situations. It was eepectei that many of these

effective people eieht ecere in the field-dependent direction. Also

noteworthy is that this LeH effective group was comeoned of equal

proportions of ed.eec and girls in the general school population. In

contrast, it was exeected that the Lrn profile taek oriented children

would be reeresentative of the high perfeeeine persons who typieelly

score In the fiele-ineepenlent eirection and to whom are attributed the

positive connetaticns. Conc'etent with that literature, a large preeortion

of the MR group in the school population are toys. In further contrast,

the typieal fieli ilpeneent persons reported in the literature who perform

poorly on triterion 1,1rferranee teeke and who receive the negative

connotations were ereecte to be represented by the IILL, primarily socially

oriented, children. A large proportion of this group in the school
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pepulaeion are girls. This too is consistent with the

literature.

One nay a1:;:3 1,:th#7r some or much of the zovree of the

poorer t:ik porf:,rrnr. flai-lcrend,mt Ss th%t is reAerted may be

attribntuSlo to thr, tyres of zriterion tasks used in the experinents.

Often they are of the s",...-,^tured, anelyticel problem solvirg

type. Rarely requlre social awareness or sensitivity to relevant

social stineli. Weell th7 1..e.efermenee outeores differ if tasks were

used that ireleied releent, eoelel cues for solution? The results of

Ruble and Nakamura ;19r) cited earlier (reprints attached) suggest

that it would.

Method.

Subjects

The Ss were 56 boys and 71 girls from the University Elementary

school at UCLA. Their ages were 9-0 to 12-6 with a mean age of 10.14 years.

They were sehdi7ided into six major 114, profiles: 1=--both social and

task oriented, U r 3 4; rLL--primarily socially oriented, N = 42; LHH--

primarily task oriented, N = 11; LLL, . 16; L2L, N = 8; and ELM, N = 9.
The focus of o'ir interest will be those children in the first three profile

categories.

Measures

A. portable Rod and Frame Test (ETT) developed by Nickel (1971) was

one of two measures used ts. 43303S field-le:pendence-independence. This

test has been validated set-!cfactorily against the Witkin Embedded Figurec

Test anti Gerard's portable Rai and Fraee test (Gerard, 1969). Nickel's

test is smaller, nere ranegeable than Gerard's test and can be

administered by one E rather than the two Es required by Gerard's test.

Jackson's (1956) revision of Witkin's Erbedled Figures Test (Err)
(1962) was used as the sef!ond reasure of field dependence- independence.

This revision shortened the testing time by half while maintaining .96

reliability.

Procedures

Both measures were administered individually iu one session by an E

who did not know the VZ4 profile scores of the Ss. The RET was administered

first with these instructions:

In a minute, I'm going to have you put on these goggles, but before you

do, I'll tell :lett what you will see inside this box. It's going to be dark

inside, but yea will see a shiny white frmee. like this one (E holds up

eplicate frame)
and you will also see a white rod, like this one

(E hold:: rod inside frame). I want you to tell me when the rod is

straight up and down, like the walls of this room. It maybe
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straight or it nay be cr00%ei, and if it looks crooked, tell me which

w: y, rove the ree in eeler to rnke it perfectly straight. E

deeonstretei en! tree :11-her ientenetions trout what the S was to say

to direct E 1.ew to eeee tle:. rod to make it straight. Subject put on the

goggles which eLtae!,e1 to the lichteproof box and E set the rod and

frmee in a pre-pee:reeeed lefe and right decree variance of from 0 to

Ito degrees fer eieht trielz. The rod was roved one degree at a time,

in the direction eeeredte S. When S said, "move it much more," the rod

was moved five J:grc:.:-s. When S said that the rod appeared straight up
and down, the positien or ere roi was recorded and then E set the rod

and fraee for the nedet trial. The Score for each subject was mean of

the cnm over 8 triele ef the absolute deviations in degree arc of his

placement of the rod from the true vertical.

Following the Rod and Frame test, Ss were administered the Embedded

Figures Test with these instruetions (these are briefer than the actual,:

I am going to show you a series of colored designs. Each time I

show you a design, I want yee to describe it in any way you wish. I will

then show you a cirple form which is contained in that larger design.

You will then be civen the lereer design arain and your task will be

to locate the simple form in it. There will be 12 designs, and in every

case the simple form will be found somewhere in the larger design. Work

as quickly as you can since I will be timing you.

Additional clarifying instructions and two practice cards preceded

the test. There wan a time limit of three minutes per design. Scoring

was obtained on the follewine: Mean solution time in seconds over the 12

EFT cards, total number of correctly identified forms, total number of

errors (i.e., incorrectly identified forms) and, total nMber of times

that S gave up (i.e., S cave up trying before his three minute time

limit was up). In additicn to task performance scores, Experimenter

tabulated Ss verbal behavior on a behavioral unit rating sheet. Verbal

behavior was rated on the basis of Ss comments and questions indicating

(a) task concerns (b) need for help and reassurance and (c) expressions

of self confidence.
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Results
FST

The correlution th, B
and RICIIVILteivi-

The rain res'iits are tabultted below for the ME, Mt and

LEH profile Groeps.

EFT

HSQ
PrItMe Sex

1:,rrces

Deviation
gem Tine

in secs.

t

No. Correct
Figures

Total
Errors

HER

Boys
n=12

Girls
n=35

5.27

4.09

95.93

99.14

7.75

8.26

11.67

11.74

ELL

Boys
n=22

Girls
n=20

3.58

4.49

92.23

110.84

8.18

6.8o

9.36

12.45

LHH

Boys
n=6

Girls
n=5

1.67

2.95

60.79

73.68

10.50

9.80

8.00

5.60

The results are quite consistent with expectations generated
from the rationale underlying the ILS4 profile categories. The scores

of the ELL and the 1,13 groups do appear to correspond to the usual

kinds of differences rerartel in the literature. The hIL--primarily
socially oriented group scored in the field-dependent direction and
the LEE--prtmerily task oriented group scored in the field-independent

direction. Furthermore, the boys were consistently more field independent

than the girls.

The most interesting finding was that of the EREAloth socially and
task oriented, group that is considered to comprise very effective children.

Such effectiveness was clearly demonstrated in the earlier cited study by

Nakamura and Finek (1973). In that study, the EllE group performed as
well as the effective LEI- -task orlented, group on the similes learning

in the ability condition. However, on field dependence, they were
clearly more field dependent than the LEH task oriented group and as

much so as the ELL socially oriented group. The boys and girls in this
IIEH group, moreover, did not differ as they did in the other two groups.
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Thie ei.ieezre to be An ie;ertent finding since it chows that there

are effceeie. re': <A ae fieli-d,:pendent Ss. Thece people do not

deeerve the wv:It!,:- 'r-711,11 by eany cteiles. These Ss

who senred :n thu fle31-.:;.7enient direetion are very capable children.

Thee, cricr ceeti.ln e:2eare to be neeeasary in deccribirg the attributes of

field-dependent end fl...lieini2panient people.

Alleelne. to preeei!re experiment

Although the pr.irlr feene of the exreriment was the investigation

of the relation It:I.e.:en th profile categories and the dimension of

ehe auitional measure of the Ss' verbal

behaviors tabulated teek perforelance e4' the EFT resulted in

support of the constrelt validity of the Y,e. The three classifications

of verbal behevicr that were tabulated were: (1) Verbal behavior indicating

tack concerns, e.g., information seeking to clarify task procedures; (2)

verbal behavior indicatine need for help arei reessuranee, e.g., expressions

of doing badly, veries about relative performance of others, anticipation

of failure; (3) verbal behavior expressing self-confidence, e.g., express-

ions of enjoyment and interest in task, anticipation of success.

It was hypethesizel that (a) the primarily socially oriented ELL

group would show a g;reater frequency of need for help and reassurunce

than would the nal ani L:111 grours that represented the more effective Ss;

(b) that the more eociel of the two effective groups, the HEE, would have

a greater frequent;. of all kinis of cormtints, except those of task concern,

than the LEH group: (1) that the primarily task oriented um group would

have the higheet netber of task cancern corments of the three groups;

and (d) that the pri-arily socially oriented ELL group would have the

greatest total frequency of all kinds of comments. The results tabulated

below indicate that all these hypotheses were supported.

Verbal Behavior During EFT Testing

HSQ
Profile

HIM

Task Concern Need for Help &
Reassurance

Self Confidence

n=28 .21 2.75 .89

LHH
n= 6 1.00 1.50 .17

HLL

ree38

.71 3.92 1.03

3. ConvergeLt validity of the HSQ subecales

An assessment of the convergent validity of the HSQ subscales:
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asExrance

1) .
2). t.a.:;%, r.r! ?'; wms rade ty application of the multitrait

zultim2tho.i trtits were the three sub scale factors of the

P.V.t. The ty the ES Q,

the tz:h,;:.-iors of the children in the laboratory

situations eon:itru?tel to aoaess the construct validity of the ESQ, the

teachers' ratirEn of thu! children on each of the HSQ traits, and

the children:.' ratirc,s on the ESQ traits. The intercorrelation

matrix is .1ho.en.!: ntixt pace.

The entriPc in the trian::ellar boxes give the intercorrelations of

the thrc^ avtx!:.1.±-traio w:1-11!n each method. Except for the teachers'

ratirej:-., the r.re rairly independent of each other. Another

exception ts the clearly sierifIcant correlation between the task (Q1)

and assurance (Ck2) scales of the ii3,7t. This correlation was the main

reason fer usinr '..Ye cerbinei scoring of these two subscales in the

establiahnent of the cent l=um across the several profile categories of

the HSQ (Nakar.ura & Firck, 1973).

The diagonal entries in the broken line, rectangular boxes gives the

intercorrelations of the correnponding traits across the methods. Ideally,

these correlations would be lerze and significant and the reraining correla-

tions would be nenei7Alf!eant. Th7! chta show that the results for the HSQ

(Q1, Q2, Q3), the nsazurs (C1, Cp, C,), and the childrens'

self ratinee (Si, Sl, Z.,) are Iroderately satisWItory and the measures for

the teachers' ritinfs Mre least well and are generally unsatisfactory.

The data for Trait I (social) holds up very well across all methods.

Traits 2 end 3 are releh weaker. Overall, the results provide some support

for the validity of the r.64 vlbstaleo.

4. Work in procress

a. Stilly of Whether the differential perforrances among the Ss in

the ES; profile cateorles can t demonstrated on nonverbal as well as

on verbally and pri.rarily cognitively mediated variables.

b. Preliminary wcrk Indicates that the children differentiated on

the HSQ categories when tested on the HSQ at aces 9 to 12 years of ace

were also differentially described ty their parents in interviews that

were conlitted when the children were 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 years of age. This

suggests that certain variables that differentiate the children on the

HQ had some correlates that were identifiable as early as ages 3 1/2 to

4 1/2 years.
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Q2

Q3

Converr-cnt Validity of the as1
:1=52

ql Q2 13 Cl C2 C3 Ti T2 T3 Si S2 53

e
Cl .514% -.23 .014

N, 'N..
\

C2 .10 .54N
%

.3?
N%

C3 -.16 .18 .23/
1.

1,/
Ti 0.46

\
c.3.0 .10 <:.' 6 .11 .26

N. %% 4'

T2 .22N v10 .02 .214., .21% 23
5' `\

T3 .24 .01 08% )7.11 .16\,.14>
e\

e \e ,4\

51 1.59 \.02 .05 .51 .12\ \ \\
S2 -.14N .v26

N, .20 .11 .23\ \
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.../

-.22

.24

,,\

#(.39\\
-.19 .

.18

.04

.23

.07

N \
S3 .17 .03.

\ N.40 ,, .05 .25
\ .34N .13 .12 .12 >

'se / .
/ ....

r =.23 is significant at .05 level)

Legend: Ql, Q2, Q3 = Scales I, II and III of orl test.

Cl, C2, C3 = Laboratory situations constructed to parallel

iter2 in H5Q Scales I, II, III.

Tl, T2, T3 = Teachers' ratinr,s of the children on the

three H5Q traits.
51, 52, 53 = Children's self ratings on the three Hsq traits.
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